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ABSTRACT
A self-consistent and precise method to determine the time-dependent radiative albedo, i.e., the ratio of the reemission flux to the incident
flux, for an indirect-drive inertial confinement fusion Hohlraum wall material is proposed. A specially designed symmetrical triple-cavity gold
Hohlraum is used to create approximately constant and near-equilibrium uniform radiation with a peak temperature of 160 eV. The incident
flux at the secondary cavity waist is obtained from flux balance analysis and from the shock velocity of a standard sample. The results agree
well owing to the symmetrical radiation in the secondary cavity. A self-consistent and precise time-dependent radiative albedo is deduced
from the reliable reemission flux and the incident flux, and the result from the shock velocity is found to have a smaller uncertainty than that
from the multi-angle flux balance analysis, and also to agree well with the result of a simulation using the HYADES opacity.

© 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0177038

Laser indirect-drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF), in which
high power laser is deposited in a Hohlraum made from high-Z
material and then used to compress the fuel to high temperature
and density indirectly, is one of the pathways most likely to gener-
ate clean energy in the future.1–3 Although recent ICF experiments
have demonstrated fusion ignition,4 with more than 3 MJ of fusion
energy being released for a delivered laser energy of 2.05 MJ, many
physical processes in ICF, such as the degree of radiation uniformity
in the Hohlraum and the subsequent drive asymmetry are not fully
understood, and much work remains to be done.5–15 In an indirect-
drive ICF Hohlraum, the incident beam power is first converted
into x-ray radiation at a few interaction spots, and this radiation
is then continuously absorbed and partially reemitted by the wall.

Therefore, the radiative albedo, i.e., the ratio of the reemission
x-ray flux to the incident x-ray flux, is an important factor in
attempts to improve radiation uniformity in the Hohlraum and thus
reduce capsule asymmetries, because a higher albedo reduces the
discrepancy in brightness between the spots and the un-irradiated
region.16 In these processes, the x-ray conversion efficiency from
lasers is about 70%–80%. However, only 10%–20% of the laser
energy will be finally coupled to the capsule. Most of the energy
is absorbed by the Hohlraum walls, about 40% of the laser energy
or about 60% of the x-ray energy.2 Therefore, a higher albedo also
helps to reduce the energy absorbed by the Hohlraum walls and thus
improve the efficiency of energy coupling to the capsule. The radia-
tive albedo of the Hohlraum depends on the process of interaction
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between the radiative source and the wall material, which is related
to the radiative opacity of the material. Owing to the complexity of
both the interaction and the opacity of the high-Z material, it is diffi-
cult to give an exact analytical expression for the radiative albedo or
the reemission flux. There have been some previous investigations
of reemission from laser-heated Hohlraums.17–19 However, owing to
limitations on direct measurements of the incident flux, it is difficult
to determine the radiative albedo. Jones et al.16 performed a mea-
surements of albedo for gold at peak temperatures of 70 and 100 eV
and then tested different opacity models. In their experiment, a fil-
tered x-ray diode array called DANTE was used to measure the flux
of the primary Hohlraum and a double Hohlraum from a fixed angle
in different shots. The acquisition of the albedo from a flux balance
analysis relies on some corrections from the view-factor method and
the angular dependence, and the radiative temperature obtained is
relatively low. To improve the accuracy of albedo determination,
some other relevant physical quantities need to be introduced to
further constrain the incident flux, such as the shock wave velocity.
Previous studies have been focused on inverting the peak value of
the radiative source based on the average shock wave velocity. Stud-
ies of the time evolution of the incident flux based on the shock wave
velocity have been rare. Also, to increase the radiation temperature, a
triple-cavity Hohlraum is a potential method, and this has been used
to generate clean radiation sources as well as for radiation transport
studies.1,20

In this work, we present a self-consistent and precise method to
determine the time-dependent radiative albedo with a combination
of x-ray flux and shock velocity measurements. A specially designed
symmetrical triple-cavity Hohlraum is used to create approximately
constant and near-equilibrium radiation with a peak temperature of
160 eV. The multi-angle radiative flux of the primary cavity, the reli-
able x-ray reemission flux from the secondary cavity wall, and the
shock velocity evolution in a standard sample (aluminum–quartz)

are all measured and are used to provide a self-consistent incident
x-ray flux onto the secondary cavity wall with two methods. Finally,
the precise time-dependent radiative albedo is obtained from the
reliable reemission flux and the incident flux, and this is then com-
pared with the simulated results for different opacity parameters.

The experiment was performed on the SG-100 kJ high-
power laser facility21,22 with a specially designed triple-cavity gold
Hohlraum, consisting of two primary cavities with diameters of
2.4 mm and lengths of 2.45 mm and one secondary cavity with a
diameter of 2.4 mm and a length of 2.0 mm, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
Forty-eight shaped laser beams, each with a pulse duration of 2 ns as
shown in Fig. 1(c) and a wavelength of 0.351 μm, were injected into
the two primary cavities from the laser entrance holes (LEHs) with
diameters of 1.2 mm. The x-rays generated in the primary cavities
were transported into the secondary cavity through connecting holes
with diameters of 1.2 mm. An approximately constant radiation field
in the secondary cavity was created, since the laser pulse was well
shaped. Moreover, the special geometric design of the triple-cavity
Hohlraum with the laser spots shielded created near-equilibrium
radiation with much reduced M-band influence in the secondary
cavity. There were two diagnostic holes (DHs) located at the waist of
the secondary cavity: a space-resolved flux detector (SRFD),23 whose
field of view with a diameter of 400 μm was smaller than the size of
the DH, was used to measure the reemission flux of the secondary
cavity, F2,r(t), from one DH with a diameter of 800 μm, and an
imaging velocity interferometer system for any reflector (VISAR)24

was used to measure the shock velocity D(t) in standard samples
(aluminum–quartz) with thicknesses of 40 and 100 μm, respectively,
adhered on the other square-shaped DH of size 800 × 1000 μm2. The
locations of the DHs were so designed that the blowoff plasma from
the aluminum sample attached to one of the DHs would not influ-
ence the line of sight from the other DH for the reemission flux
measurement. Owing to this special symmetrical design, both the

FIG. 1. (a) and (b) Schematic of Hohlraum and experimental setup. To suppress movement of the Au bubble, the Hohlraum is filled with neopentane (C5H12) gas at about
0.4 atm and has thin (0.5 μm) plastic membranes covering the laser entrance holes (LEHs) and diagnostic holes (DHs). (c) Laser power per beam. There is a small prepulse
with duration of 1.0 ns arriving 0.5 ns before the main pulse to heat the membranes attached to the LEHs, causing them to expand and evaporate.
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FIG. 2. (a)–(d) Simulated radiative temperature distribution of the secondary cavity wall with laser injection from (a) two sides and (b) one side at high temperature, and (c)
two sides and (d) one side at low temperature. (e)–(h) Simulated incident radiative temperature distribution to the standard sample at the secondary cavity waist with laser
injection from (e) two sides and (f) one side at high temperature, and (g) two sides and (h) one side at low temperature.

radiative temperature and homogenization of the secondary cavity
were improved. This was validated by a view factor code IRAD3D,
which had been verified by a cross-check against the widely used
code VISRAD.25 Simulations with laser injection from two sides or
only one side were performed, and the reemission radiative tem-
perature distribution of the secondary cavity wall and the incident
radiative temperature distribution to the standard sample at the sec-
ondary cavity waist were obtained and are plotted in Fig. 2. The
radiation in this triple-cavity Hohlraum with laser injection from
two sides was clearly more symmetrical than that in previous work
for the whole time (from low temperature to high temperature).
Therefore, the measurement of the reemission flux at the secondary
cavity waist was more reliable. Moreover, the simulation results also
indicated that the discrepancy between the reemission radiative tem-
perature at the cavity waist and the mean radiative temperature of
the secondary cavity wall was small (∼2 eV), and so the flux balance
analysis in the secondary cavity used below was more reliable.

Five flat-response x-ray diode (FXRD) detectors26,27 were used
to measure the time-resolved x-ray flux intensities of the primary
cavity from the LEHs: F1,u(t) at viewing angles relative to the cavity
axis of 16○ (U16), 42○ (U42), and 64○ (U64) from the upper hemi-
sphere of the target chamber; F1,d(t) at 42○ (D42) and 20○ (D20)
from the lower hemisphere. These FXRD detectors can provide a
flat response in the 0.1–4 keV photon energy range because of their
special cathode and filter design and have been absolutely calibrated
at he Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility. In a separate shot, a
one-cavity Hohlraum with only the primary cavity and injection of
24 laser beams from the lower LEH as shown in Fig. 1(b) was used

to characterize the radiation flux entering the secondary cavity. In
that shot, the U16/U42/U64 FXRD detectors were used to measure
the radiation flux F1→2(t) from the upper connection hole, which
can be used to represent the flux transported into the secondary cav-
ity in the triple-cavity shots. Preliminary results for the incident flux
and radiative albedo can first be obtained from the reliable multi-
angle flux balance analysis in the secondary cavity. Then, a more
credible incident flux can be deduced on the basis of the relation-
ship between the incident flux and the drive shock velocity. Finally,
a self-consistent and then precise time-dependent radiative albedo is
obtained by comparing the results from these two methods.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the time-dependent radiation tempera-
ture, which represents the radiation flux measured from the lower
LEH by the D20/D42 FXRD detectors, F1,d(t), is almost the same
in both triple-cavity and one-cavity Hohlraum shots. For simplic-
ity, the radiation flux is represented by the corresponding radiation
temperature in the following. The radiation fluxes measured by
the U16/U42/U64 FXRD detectors are presented in Fig. 3(b). The
solid and dashed lines represent the results from the triple-cavity
Hohlraum shots with injection of 48 laser beams, F1,u(t), and the
dotted line represents the result from the one-cavity Hohlraum
shot with injection of just the 24 lower laser beams, F1→2(t). The
consistency of the flux measured from the LEH with laser injec-
tion indicates the reproducibility of the experiments and the flux
consistency between different Hohlraum shots. Therefore, the flux
measured by the upper FXRD detectors in the one-cavity Hohlraum
shot, F1→2(t), can be used to represent the flux transported into the
secondary cavity in the triple-cavity Hohlraum shot, since the reflux
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FIG. 3. Radiation fluxes measured by (a) D20/U42 FXRD detectors and (b) U16/U42/U64 FXRD detectors. The solid and dashed lines represent the results from the three-
cavity Hohlraum shots, and the dotted line represents the result from the one-cavity Hohlraum shot. (c) Experimental reemission flux from the secondary cavity. It can be
seen that the SRFD (whose field of view is represented by the white circle) is aimed at the center of the diagnostic hole (magenta circle), where the reemission is relatively
uniform. (d) Shock velocity of aluminum–quartz sample. The inset is an example of an original interference fringe image measured by VISAR.

to the primary cavity is small. As shown in Fig. 3(b), this flux F1→2(t)
is smaller than the flux from the LEH with laser injection, a pos-
sible reason being the presence of cold plasma at the front of the
bubble28 or the larger closure of the connecting hole without laser
injection. Moreover, the time profiles of the fluxes measured from
different angles behave differently after the rising edge (1–2 ns),
namely, rising, decreasing smoothly, or remaining approximately
constant for the 16○, 42○, and 64○ angles, respectively, confirming
the importance of multi-angle measurement. Fortunately, there is no
obvious attenuation with time for the total flux transported into the
secondary cavity, considering the angular distribution of the mea-
sured multi-angle flux, which is a requirement for the validity of the
scaling relationship between the drive temperature and the shock
velocity.

The reemission flux from the secondary cavity measured by the
SRFD and its field of view are presented in Fig. 3(c). The field of view
is limited by the pinhole located in the front of the SRFD to 400 μm
diameter and is aimed at the center of the DH with a diameter of
800 μm. Both the SRFD image and the radiation hydrodynamic sim-
ulations reveal that the DH closure is smaller than 150 μm during
laser injection, and the reemission in the view field is almost uni-
form. Therefore, the measured reemission flux will not be disturbed
by the DH closure or by background radiation from other sources.
The flux keeps rising during the first 2.0 ns when the laser beams
were turned on. The background flux was also measured with a
non-DH Hohlraum and can be neglected compared with the ree-
mission flux. The reemission flux in 1.6–4 keV was also measured
by several M-band x-ray diodes (MXRDs)29 at the same angles of

the SRFD. Since MXRDs almost have no signals when compared
with that of the SRFD, it means that the high-energy photon emis-
sions such as the M-band x-rays of Au emissions have been inhib-
ited, and the x-ray flux satisfies the assumption of a Planckian Au
emission.

A dual-sensitivity VISAR was used to measure the shock veloc-
ity of a standard sample (aluminum–quartz) adhered on one DH
of the secondary cavity. The x-rays in the secondary cavity ablate
the aluminum sample and drive shock waves continuously. When
the shock wave propagates in the aluminum layer, the probe laser
light will be reflected on the aluminum–quartz interface and there
is no fringe shift in the interference image. When the shock wave
enters the quartz layer, an impedance-matched transparent win-
dow for aluminum, the probe laser will be reflected at the shock
front if the intensity of the shock wave is strong enough, and the
interference fringes will change with the shock velocity. An origi-
nal interference fringe image measured by the VISAR is shown in
Fig. 3(d). The intensity of the interference fringe weakens during
0–1.9 ns because of the preheating effect due to the high-energy
x-ray tail of the radiation. Fortunately, the transparency of quartz
is not influenced by the preheating effect, because the high-energy
x-rays still exist after 1.9 ns, but the interference fringe brightens.
This indicates that the preheating effect influences only the reflec-
tivity of aluminum and not the transparency of quartz, and so the
propagation of the shock wave in quartz can be measured with-
out disturbance. The shock velocities extracted from the fringes are
also plotted in Fig. 3(d). The results for two branches with differ-
ent etalons are almost the same. The shock wave propagates in the
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aluminum during 0–1.9 ns, and so it cannot be measured by the
VISAR during this time. The shock velocity keeps rising slightly
(∼32 km/s) during 1.9–3.3 ns and then decreases with time. As men-
tioned above, the incident flux of the sample drives shock waves con-
tinuously, and so a shock will catch up with its predecessor and will
be attenuated unless the drive flux keeps rising. However, consid-
ering the delay between the measurement of the shock velocity and
the laser injection, the incident flux on the sample probably keeps
rising during laser injection. Moreover, the measured shock veloc-
ity can be verified by comparing its integral ∫ 6ns

0 D(t) dt with the
thickness of the quartz, where the discrepancy is found to be smaller
than 2%.

Preliminary results for the time-dependent radiative albedo and
the incident flux at the secondary cavity waist can be deduced from
a flux balance analysis with multi-angle flux measurement.3 Con-
sidering the different fluxes flowing in and out of unit area of the
wall surface in the secondary cavity, the incident flux Fi can be
expressed as

Fi =
FsAch

At
+ Fr−AuAwall

At
+ Fr−AlAdh−Al

At
,

where Fs represents the external heating source, Ach is area of con-
necting holes, Fr-Au is the reemission flux of Au, Awall is the area of
the Au surface, Fr-Al is the reemission flux of Al, Adh-Al is the area of
the DH for the Al sample, and At = Awall + Ach + Adh-flux + Adh-Al is
the total area. Therefore, the radiative albedo of gold, α = Fr/Fi, can
be expressed as

1
αAu
= Awall + Adh−AlαAl/αAu

αt
+ Ach

At

Fs

Fr−Au
≈ Awall

At
+ Ach

At

Fs

Fr−Au
,

where the Adh-AlαAl/αAu can be neglected since Awall is about
25 times as large as Adh-Al and αAu is also several times as
large as αAl.

The external source flux for the secondary cavity, FsAch can
be deduced from the measured multi-angle fluxes F1→2(t) plotted

in Fig. 3(b). The reemission flux of the secondary cavity, Fr-Au, has
been measured perpendicularly and is plotted in Fig. 3(c). There-
fore, the time-dependent radiative albedo and the incident flux of
the secondary cavity waist can be deduced from the above flux bal-
ance analysis and are plotted in Fig. 4(a) (blue dashed line for α0
and red dashed line for Tin0). It must be said that there is a strong
hypothesis that the radiation is uniform in the secondary cavity. For-
tunately, the view factor simulation shown in Fig. 2 indicates that
the discrepancy between the reemission temperature from the DH
and the equivalent average temperature of the whole secondary cav-
ity is small enough that the hypothesis is acceptable. Therefore, the
uncertainty of the radiative albedo α0 from the flux balance analysis
is mainly determined by the uncertainties in Fr-Au and Fs, which are
10% and 20%, respectively. Considering the acceptable roughness of
the flux balance method, the uncertainty in the radiative albedo α0 is
about 20%.

Alternatively, the incident flux at the secondary cavity waist
can be obtained from the measured shock velocity of the standard
sample (aluminum–quartz). The incident flux ablates the standard
sample and launches shock waves. A shock will catch up with its
predecessor, because the incident flux keeps rising during laser injec-
tion. Therefore, the measured shock velocity is closely linked to
the drive source. Under ideal conditions,30 the relationship between
the shock velocity and the drive source can be represented by an
empirical scaling vs [μm/ns] = 0.0046T [eV]1.75, which indicates
that a small change of the drive source will lead to a relative larger
variation in the shock velocity. The sensitivity of the shock veloc-
ity to the input source is also examined by modifying the source
flux rising edge, peak temperature, and falling edge in a hydrody-
namic simulation implemented by MULTI,31 and the results indicate
that the shock velocity is sensitive to the profile of the source flux.
Using the incident flux from the flux analysis as input, the shock
velocity of the standard sample whose parameters have been vali-
dated in equation-of-state experiments32–35 is simulated. As shown
in Fig. 4(b), there is a considerable discrepancy between the evolu-
tion of the simulated (red dotted line for Dsim0) and experimental
(olive dash-dotted and dark cyan dashed lines for Dexp) shock

FIG. 4. (a) Incident flux and radiative albedo of secondary cavity from the multi-angle flux balance analysis (T in0, α0) and from an iterative analysis with the experimental
shock velocity (T in1, α1), together with simulated radiative albedo for different opacity parameters. (b) Comparison between experimental shock velocity and simulation results
with incident flux T in0 from flux balance analysis and T in1 from iterative analysis with Dexp.
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velocities. The simulated result Dsim0 is larger than the experimen-
tal data. Considering the delay between the drive source and the
measured shock velocity, the intensity of the incident flux should
be revised during 1.0–3.0 ns. It is found that when the incident
flux is represented by the black line (Tin1) in Fig. 4(a), the sim-
ulated shock velocity (Dsim1) is consistent with the experimental
result for the whole time. The uncertainty in the incident flux Tin1
is about 1.2%, which is deduced from the propagation of uncer-
tainty represented by the above equation and the uncertainty in
the experimental shock velocity of about 2%. This is also verified
by the consistency between the uncertainty in the simulated shock
velocity and the experimental results as shown in Fig. 4. The dis-
crepancy between the time-dependent incident fluxes deduced from
the flux balance analysis and the shock velocity is small because
of the symmetrical and uniform Hohlraum design, and the uncer-
tainty in the incident flux from the shock velocity is smaller. Finally,
a self-consistent and precise time-dependent radiative albedo with
an uncertainty of about 11% is obtained and is compared with the
simulated results for different opacity parameters. Compared with
the simulation results obtained by using the opacity parameters of
THERMOS, those obtained with HYADES are in better agreement
with experiments. We have also integrated the reemission flux and
incident flux during the laser injection. The efficiency of reemis-
sion, given by the ratio of the integrated reemission flux to the
integrated incident flux, is about 60%. It is worth noting that about
60% efficiency is a little bit higher than the regularly recognized
value of about 40%,2 since there is no capsule absorption in our
cases.

In summary, a self-consistent and precise measurement of the
time-dependent radiative albedo for indirect-drive ICF Hohlraum
wall material has been performed on the SG-100 kJ high power
laser facility using a specially designed triple-cavity Hohlraum.
An approximately constant and near-equilibrium uniform radi-
ation with peak temperature of about 160 eV was created in
the secondary cavity. The multi-angle radiative flux of the pri-
mary cavity, the reliable reemission flux of the secondary cavity,
and the shock velocity of a standard aluminum–quartz sample
adhered on the secondary cavity and used to give a credible inci-
dent flux were measured. A preliminary time evolution of the
radiative albedo and the incident flux for the secondary cavity
with large uncertainty were first obtained from the multi-angle
flux balance analysis, and then a self-consistent incident flux with
small uncertainty was obtained from experimental shock veloc-
ity. Finally, a self-consistent and precise measurement of radiative
albedo was obtained from the reliable reemission flux and the
incident flux with fewer hypotheses and less approximation and
was found to agree well with the result of a simulation using the
HYADES opacity. Further investigations will be focused on improv-
ing the experimental method such through measurement of the
reemission flux for the wall material, simultaneous measurement
of the reemission flux and shock velocity for the aluminum–quartz
sample, and tests of the opacity parameters for more high-Z
materials.
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